Numerical weather prediction models play a major role in weather forecasting, especially in cases of extreme events. The Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF), among others, is extensively used for both research and practical applications. Previous studies have highlighted the sensitivity of this model to microphysics and cumulus schemes. This study investigated the performance of the WRF in forecasting precipitation, hurricane track, and landfall time using various microphysics and cumulus schemes. A total of 20 combinations of microphysics and cumulus schemes were used, and the model outputs were validated against ground-based observations. While the choice of microphysics and cumulus schemes can significantly impact model output, it is not the case that any single combination can be considered ''ideal'' for modeling all characteristics of a hurricane, including precipitation amount, areal extent, hurricane track, and the time of landfall. For example, the model's ability to simulate precipitation (with the least total bias) is best achieved using Betts-Miller-Janjić (BMJ) cumulus parameterization in combination with the WRF single-moment five-class microphysics scheme (WSM5). It was determined that the WSM5-BMJ, WSM3 (the three-class version of the WSM scheme)-BMJ, and Ferrier microphysics in combination with the Grell-Devenyi cumulus scheme were the best combinations for simulation of the landfall time. However, the hurricane track was best estimated using the Lin et al. and Kessler microphysics options with BMJ cumulus parameterization. Contrary to previous studies, these results indicated that the use of cumulus schemes improves model outputs when the grid size is smaller than 10 km. However, it was found that many of the differences between parameterization schemes may be well within the uncertainty of the measurements.
Introduction
Atmospheric phenomena have profound impacts on our economy and lives. Hurricanes are one of the most severe and threatening weather events to humans, and can cause major damage to the eastern and southeastern United States each year. They may result in extreme precipitation and subsequent flooding events, both of which pose a significant concern to the population and exert a major negative impact on economic growth. Reliable prediction of atmospheric variables (e.g., precipitation, wind direction, and velocity) can play a significant role in reducing the vulnerability of our society to severe events. However, the prediction of precipitation structure is extremely challenging.
Based on initial conditions, regional weather models currently estimate the state of the near-future atmosphere by solving atmosphere dynamic and thermodynamic equations. Some weather models include different physics options that describe the physical processes of the atmospheric phenomena. Two of the most important physics options are the microphysics and cumulus parameterizations. The microphysics option provides atmospheric heat and moisture tendencies. It also accounts for the vertical flux of precipitation and the sedimentation process (Skamarock et al. 2007) . Unlike the microphysics option, the cumulus parameterization is used to vertically redistribute heat and moisture independent of latent heating due to precipitation.
The Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) is a mesoscale modeling system designed to improve the weather forecasts. The WRF has different physical (i.e., microphysical and cumulus) parameterization schemes that influence how the state of the system changes with time. Choosing the right model physical parameterization can help us predict weather variables more accurately.
Previous studies (e.g., Fovell 2006 ) demonstrated that different model options may result in significant variability in the predictions. In a recent study, Fovell et al. (2010) showed that numerical weather prediction models are particularly sensitive to the interaction of various microphysics and radiation schemes. Their study revealed that the model's sensitivity to microphysics is significantly less when cloud radiative feedback is not utilized. Additionally, work done by Lowrey and Yang (2008) investigated major precipitation errors that arose from physical and cumulus parameterizations, the buffer zone, the initialization interval, the domain size, and the initial and boundary conditions. The authors concluded that precipitation is actually more sensitive to cumulus schemes than to cloud microphysics options. Following this, Jankov et al. (2007) examined various combinations of cumulus convection schemes, microphysical options, and boundary conditions. Their results showed that no configuration was significantly better at all times. Furthermore, the variability of predictions was more significant with respect to the choice of the cumulus option. However, to a lesser extent, the choice of microphysical scheme affected the variability of the predictions. Gallus (1999) and Wang and Seaman (1997) also confirmed the influence of cumulus schemes in simulations of precipitation patterns. While the microphysical options and cumulus schemes have been widely explored in the literature, it is important to remember this does not discount the fact that there are other physical parameters and model configuration settings that can affect the WRF predictions (e.g., atmospheric radiation, planetary boundary layer, lateral boundary condition, domain size).
Warm season convective storms are the most difficult storms to model with numerical weather prediction models (Olson et al. 1995; Zhang et al. 2006; Lowrey and Yang 2008) . The importance of capturing the spacetime variability of precipitation, as well as its impacts on the quality of runoff predictions, is emphasized in many previous studies (Fiener and Auerswald 2009; Corradini and Singh 1985; Goodrich et al. 1995; Arnaud et al. 2002) . The significance of microphysics and cumulus parameterization schemes in precipitation prediction is also highlighted in those studies that deal with warm season convective storms (e.g., Fovell 2006; Lowrey and Yang 2008; among others) . This study will assess the impact of different WRF parameterization schemes on predicted precipitation, hurricane track, and time of landfall, for Hurricane Rita. This hurricane occurred during September 2005 and was one of the most intense tropical cyclones recorded, causing $11.3 billion in damage along the U.S. Gulf Coast (NHC 2007) . This paper is organized into four sections. In section 2, the model configuration will be briefly introduced. Section 3 will show model results, and the final section of the paper will summarize the conclusions and final remarks.
Model configuration and data resources
In this study, WRF version 2.2 was used to simulate Hurricane Rita with a domain consisting of 575 3 320 grid points, 4-km grid size, and 28 vertical levels. The model domain is shown in Fig. 1 (delimited by a black box), and the dashed box in the same figure represents the area used for the model and data comparison (area: 2300 km 3 400 km with 575 3 100 grid cells of 4 km). In all simulations, the 6-hourly analyses from the Global Forecast System (GFS), developed by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), were used as the initial and boundary conditions of the model. The simulation was performed in ''predictive'' mode, with observations only updated at boundaries throughout the simulation (i.e., no observation assimilation). The simulation began at 1200 UTC 21 September 2005, and continued until 1200 UTC 25 September 2005. The model settings were based on the Noah land surface model (Chen and Dudhia 2001) , the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997) , the Dudhia shortwave radiation model (Dudhia 1989) , and the Yonsei University (YSU) planetary boundary layer scheme (Hong et al. 2006; Hong and Dudhia 2003) . In this work, various combinations of microphysics schemes and cumulus parameterizations were tested. Five microphysics schemes including Purdue Lin (LIN; Lin et al. 1983 ), Kessler (KES; Kessler 1969), Ferrier (FER; see Ferrier 1994) , Rapid Radiative Transfer Model WSM3 (Hong et al. 2004) , and the WRF singlemoment five-class microphysics scheme (WSM5; Hong et al. 2004) were utilized. In addition, the following cumulus parameterization schemes were employed: 1) no cumulus parameterization (NCP), 2) Kain-Fritsch (KF; see Kain 2004; Kain and Fritsch 1993; Kain and Fritsch 1990) , 3) Betts-Miller-Janjić (BMJ; see Janjić 1994) , and 4) Grell-Devenyi (GD; see Grell and Devenyi 2002) .
The convective cumulus scheme is mainly used for coarser grid sizes (Skamarock et al. 2007) . When the grid size is small enough, one may assume that the convection may be resolved by the grid and, therefore, a cumulus scheme may no longer be needed. Even in finescale simulations, cumulus schemes may be helpful for modeling convective systems and producing realistic rainfall structures (Li and Pu 2009) . For example, Li and Pu (2009) demonstrated that using a cumulus scheme at a 9-km grid size improved the simulation results, while the effect of using such parameterization at 3-km grid size had a small impact on the result. Therefore, for a thorough comparison among parameterization schemes, all the cumulus schemes were employed in the simulations. Furthermore, for grid sizes less than 10 km, mixed-phase microphysics schemes (LIN, FER) are recommended for practical applications (Skamarock et al. 2007 ), as they can account for the interaction of water and ice particles. In this study, other microphysics options were also included in order to verify the necessity of mixed-phase schemes for fine resolutions. The positive-definite transport scheme for moisture was not used in these simulations, even though using this scheme has been shown to reduce the large positive bias in surface precipitation (Skamarock and Weisman 2009) .
The 18 GFS data were used in this study as the initial conditions, which will somehow weaken the strength of the hurricane. However, the effect of the initial conditions on the model result is usually quite short, especially for the strong synoptic-scale conditions (Vie et al. 2011) . In other words, the use of GFS data as the initial conditions will not significantly affect the landed rainfall caused by the hurricane. It should be mentioned that the modeled rainfall differences (and errors in comparison with reference data) from this study may not only come from the different combinations of microphysics and convective parameterization schemes, but may also come from the nonlinear effects of domain setup and the steep lateral interpolations (downscaling) from 18 GFS data directly onto 4-km WRF grid points. It may also be due to the interactions of the above-mentioned three factors. The effects and interactions are significant especially under strong synoptic-scale circulation conditions like hurricanes (Vie et al. 2011) . Using GFS data might also affect the intensity and size of the storm vortex. Previous studies (e.g., Wang et al. 2010 ) indicate that there is an ''inevitable'' error in simulating hurricane track, whichever lateral boundary schemes are adjusted in the model.
In this study, the reference (i.e., observed) precipitation measurements are based on the stage IV precipitation data (multisensor radar-based gauge-adjusted precipitation data available from NCEP).
Results and discussion

a. Precipitation
The stage IV estimates are available at an hourly temporal resolution over the contiguous United States. In this section, the comparisons between the observed and modeled precipitation were performed on hourly and daily bases, as well as throughout the entire period of the model run (4 days). Figure 2a displays the stage IV rainfall data in millimeters per hour (i.e., reference dataset). The cumulus scheme represents the subgrid-scale effects of convective and/or shallow clouds due to unresolved updrafts and downdrafts, as shown in Fig. 2 , and it has great influence on the distribution of precipitation. It is notable that the KF scheme results in the smallest spatial extent of precipitation, while the LIN-KF simulation exhibits the strongest precipitation over the region. It should be mentioned that although Fig. 2 shows the results for the third day of simulation, some of the models (e.g., WSM3-GD and WSM3-BMJ) can capture the maximum precipitation rate in the northeastern quadrant of the storm. It should be noted that the observations are groundbased measurements and do not cover the entire Gulf region. Therefore, a region between 288 and 328N (within radar coverage) was selected to compare model results with observations. The comparison region is shown with a dashed box in Fig. 1 .
The areal extent of the storm was calculated as the number of grid pixels (WRF grid point, hereafter pixel) that exceed a specified rainfall threshold, multiplied by the pixel size. The areas of pixels are calculated using the same map projection for both datasets using ArcGIS. Table 1 lists the areal extents computed based on three thresholds (1, 2, and 10 mm h 21 ). Table 2 presents the error (%) of the modeled precipitation with respect to the observations. For rainfall values above all three thresholds, WSM5-NCP and KES-NCP result in the least error in the storm's areal extent. Table 2 also indicates that FER-KF, FER-KF, and KES-GD exhibit the highest error in areal extent simulation for the precipitation thresholds of 1, 2, and 10 mm h 21 , respectively. With respect to the mean and maximum precipitation, KES-NCP is superior to the others. Figure 3 displays similar comparisons among hourly model results and observations for rainfall values above the 90th percentile, respectively. The 90th percentile was calculated for each simulation with respect to hourly precipitation values above the 1 mm h 21 threshold (hence different for different simulations). One can see that, for a high threshold (heavy precipitation), the modeled precipitation patterns are very different than the observations. The results indicate that none of the parameterization schemes provide reasonable estimates of extreme patterns and locations. With respect to the magnitudes, while the observation shows precipitation up to ;20 mm h 21 , the LIN scheme predicted higher values, on the order of 50 mm h 21 . Overall, the KES-BMJ scheme was superior with respect to the magnitudes of extremes. Figure 4 presents the daily average precipitation rates (in mm h
21
) from 0000 to 2400 UTC 24 September 2005. The daily precipitation accumulations clearly highlight the differences between the choices of parameterization schemes. Figure 4 indicates that most parameterization schemes overestimate the amount of rainfall and the extent of high rainfall values (e.g., compare LIN-NCP with observed data). Furthermore, some physics and cumulus options may result in the mislocation of high precipitation values (cf. FER-GD with the observations). Figure 5 presents the hourly averaged rainfall rates before and after the landfall. This figure shows the hourly averaged precipitation (mm h 21 ) area-averaged over the dashed rectangular region that was presented in Fig. 1 . The vertical solid line in Fig. 5 represents the time of landfall (0740 UTC 24 September 2005). Figure 5 indicates that the precipitation rates vary significantly 
with different model specifications. Figure 5 reveals that the FER and WSM3 microphysics configurations are less variable to the choice of cumulus scheme, while the LIN option shows higher variability of precipitation forecasts with respect to the choice of cumulus parameterizations (cf. Figs. 5a and 5c ). Figure 5 also shows that most parameterization options overestimate the amount of precipitation during the last 15 h of simulation. Though the WSM3 scheme both underestimates the total precipitation at the time of landfall and overestimates for the time steps following the landfall, it exhibits better agreement with the observations. It is noted that comparing precipitation amounts for each model run at its respective landfall time would lead to slightly different results (see Table 3 for time of landfall of each simulation and Fig. 5 for hourly rainfall rates). Figure 6 presents the biases of precipitation accumulations for all 20 combinations of parameterizations before and after the landfall. The top panel in Fig. 6 shows the 24-h bias (prior to landfall) and 12-h bias (after landfall), whereas the bottom panel displays the total bias (96 h: 1200 UTC 21 September-1200 UTC 25 September). Bias is an indication of systematic error, resulting from poor model configuration, model parameterization, deficiencies, parameters, and numerical approximations (Mö lders 2008). Another factor that contributes to bias is the fact that a positive-definite transport scheme for moisture was not used in these simulations. It is noted that we have searched extensively for uncertainty estimates in the stage IV precipitation data, and found only limited references to uncertainties in this derived observation product (e.g., Ciach et al. 2007; AghaKouchak et al. 2010b ). Since the analysis utilized all available gauge data in conjunction with radar observations, it was difficult to independently estimate uncertainties. In addition, over water there are no rain gauges for bias correction. Therefore, stage IV data over water (near the shoreline) may be biased.
For different combinations of WRF parameterization schemes, the bias values were computed as the ratio of the total predicted to observed rainfall (stage IV precipitation data). A bias of 1.0 indicates the perfect rainfall prediction with respect to the total accumulations, while a bias of more (or less) than 1.0 indicates overestimation (or underestimation) of precipitation accumulations. When calculating the bias value for 25 September, only 12 h of available data were considered. It is worth mentioning that the rainfall accumulations were computed over the comparison region (shown with a dashed box in Fig. 1) where observations are available. Comparing the bias values for 25 September 2005 (after landfall) with 23 September 2005 (before landfall) revealed that the modeled precipitation estimates are more biased over land than over the Gulf (see the top panel in Fig. 6 ). Comparing all simulations, the WSM3-BMJ and KES-KF combinations resulted in the lowest and highest bias, respectively. It should be noted that many of the configurations are within a factor of 2 of the storm total observation, but when smaller time (daily) averages were compared, some configurations fell outside of a factor of 2 of the observations (cf. the top and bottom panels in Fig. 6 ). Some combinations of parameterizations exhibit higher variability in bias before and after landfall. For example, simulated rainfall magnitudes with the KES microphysics scheme exhibit bias increases of more than 3 times before and after landfall (see KES-KF, KES-BMJ, and KES-GD in the top panel of Fig. 6 ). In addition to the daily bias, the total bias was also calculated and is shown in Fig. 6 in the bottom panel for the entire period of the model run (from 1200 UTC 21 September to 1200 UTC 25 September). As shown, the overall bias ranges between 0.8 and 1.8 for the FER-BMJ model configuration and LIN-NCP, respectively. Figure 6 indicates that for any given microphysics option, simulations with no convective scheme (-NCP) result in higher bias. Furthermore, for a given microphysics scheme, BMJ and GD exhibit a lesser bias than do NCP and KF. Figure 6 shows that, with respect to the total bias, LIN-GD, WSM5-BMJ, and WSM5-GD lead to a reasonable bias ('1).
b. Hurricane track
Reliable prediction of a hurricane path is of particular importance for decision making and hazard preparedness. 
with the actual observed hurricane track (denoted by a solid black line). As shown, the differences between the parameterization schemes become more significant as the hurricane approaches land. When the hurricane is far from land, most parameterization schemes make similar predictions of the hurricane track. However, as the hurricane reaches the land, simulated tracks start to deviate from the observed track. Concurrent with the distance of the hurricane to the land is the run time of the model, which may be another reason for the increased errors near land. The closer to the start of the simulation, the smaller the error is. In should be noted that, when the hurricane reaches the land in the third day of simulation, the errors associated with the length of the model run at that point will also affect the simulated track.
To numerically compare the different parameterization schemes, an average of the track error throughout the 4-day model simulation is computed with respect to the observed track (presented in Fig. 8 ). As shown, the best storm track forecasts are produced by the BMJ cumulus scheme (LIN-BMJ and KES-BMJ), while the highest mean errors are observed when FER-NCP, WSM3-NCP, and WSM5-NCP were used. In fact, except for when the KES physics option was used, the nocumulus option (combined with other physics schemes) results in the highest mean error values. Fovell et al. (2010) discussed the sensitivity of hurricane track to the cloud-radiative feedback, which was not activated in these simulations. The cloud-radiative feedback may affect the storm structure, as well as the track of the storm.
c. Time of landfall
In addition to the hurricane track, time of landfall was also compared for all combinations of physics and cumulus options. Table 3 lists the time of landfall according to different simulations. The National Hurricane Center (NHC) reported that 0740 UTC 24 September 2005 was the best estimate of the time of landfall. Table 3 indicates that all simulations show earlier landfall compared to observations (values rounded hourly). Among the different combinations, FER-GD, WSM3-BMJ, and WSM5-BMJ predicted the time of landfall most accurately (;2 h earlier). Conversely, FER-NCP and KES-GD provided the least accurate estimates of the time of landfall (;8-9 h earlier).
Summary and conclusions
Accuracy and reliability of weather prediction models are vital to our economy and society. Weather prediction models are extensively used for near-real-time forecasting, warning, and decision making. Previous studies showed that microphysics and cumulus schemes are the most sensitive model parameterizations among other physics options for weather prediction models (Fovell 2006; Lowrey and Yang 2008; Jankov et al. 2007; Gallus 1999; Wang and Seaman 1997) . This study intends to investigate the performance of the WRF in forecasting precipitation, hurricane track, and time of landfall of Hurricane Rita using different microphysics and cumulus parameterization options. A total of 20 combinations of microphysics and cumulus schemes including five microphysics options and three cumulus parameterizations were investigated, as well as a nocumulus scheme to validate the WRF outputs against ground-based observations.
While the results showed that model outputs largely depend on the choice of microphysics and cumulus schemes, no single combination can be considered ideal for modeling precipitation amount, areal extent, hurricane track, and the time of landfall. With regard to the precipitation areal extent, the WSM3 and WSM5 physics options were superior to the others, leading to the least error in the precipitation coverage. However, even for various thresholds of precipitation, the best combination of model parameterizations may be different. For example, the results showed that for lower thresholds (1 and 2 mm h 21 ), the WSM5 option led to the least amount of error in areal extent, whereas given a higher threshold (10 mm h 21 ), the KES scheme led to the least error. Furthermore, the WSM5-NCP was found to have the best approximation of mean daily precipitation.
The total amounts of daily precipitation values were also compared with observations in order to identify which combination can best simulate cumulative precipitation. The simulated daily precipitation accumulations emphasized the differences between the choices of physics and cumulus schemes. Generally, the simulation scenarios were found to overestimate precipitation accumulation. Furthermore, the results revealed that the overestimations were higher over land than over the Gulf region. Comparing the combinations of parameterizations, WSM3-BMJ led to the best approximation of precipitation over land and over the Gulf region. Furthermore, the results for the BMJ and GD schemes demonstrated lower bias than NCP and KF. Overall, with respect to the precipitation accumulations, LIN-GD, WSM5-BMJ, and WSM5-GD resulted in a more reasonable bias. Moreover, the results showed that simulations with no convective scheme lead to higher bias in precipitation accumulations. While several combinations of model parameterizations provided reasonable estimates of precipitation, none of the physics and cumulus options provided reliable estimates of heavy precipitation patterns and locations. Object-based pattern analysis methods and geometrical indices can be employed to compare simulated and observed precipitation based on their geometrical characteristics (AghaKouchak et al. 2011) . Future developments in model configurations and schemes may be required for capturing precipitation extremes. FIG. 6 . Average bias in (top) 12-h (0000-1200 UTC 25 Sep) and 24-h (0000-2400 UTC 23 Sep) and (bottom) 96-h (1200 UTC 21 Sep-1200 UTC 25 Sep) precipitation accumulations for different simulations over the dashed rectangular region shown in Fig. 1 .
In addition to precipitation, the simulated hurricane tracks were compared with the best estimate of the hurricane track obtained from the NHC. The results showed that the model outputs obtained with different parameterization schemes deviated more from each other as simulation time increased and the hurricane approached the land. With respect to the hurricane track, the LIN and KES microphysics options and the BMJ cumulus scheme (LIN-BMJ and KES-BMJ) provided the best hurricane track forecasts.
In summary, the model's ability to generate precipitation was best achieved using the BMJ cumulus parameterization combined with the WSM5 microphysics option. In this case study, WSM5-BMJ simulated the time of landfall with the least error. In predicting the hurricane track, the LIN and KES microphysics and the BMJ cumulus parameterization scheme outperformed other schemes. Some studies have suggested that, for grid sizes smaller than 10 km, using cumulus parameterizations may not be necessary [see Lowrey and Yang (2008) and Skamarock et al. (2007) for a detailed discussion]. However, the results of this study indicate that the use of cumulus schemes improves the model output. This confirms the findings of Lowrey and Yang (2008) , which suggest that parameterization of convection AT higher resolutions improves the results.
In addition to the strong sensitivity of WRF to cumulus and physics schemes, accurate forecasting of hurricanes may also rely on other physical options, model processes, and grid resolutions. It should be noted that the results of this study are based on one case study and cannot be generalized for different climate conditions. Future studies using different model configurations for different climate regions are required to validate the results at different climate conditions. Not using the positive-definite transport scheme for moisture may also contribute to large positive bias in surface precipitation. The interaction between simulated cloud and radiation that was not used in this study may affect the track forecast and, hence, other parameters evaluated in the paper.
It is acknowledged that radar-based datasets (e.g., the stage IV data) are subject to various uncertainties. These uncertainties may arise from nonuniformity in the vertical profiles of reflectivity (VPR), anomalous propagation, beam overshooting, partial beam filling, an inappropriate Z-R relationship, and spatiotemporal resolution (Seed and Srikanthan 1999; Krajewski and Smith 2002) . On the other hand, weather condition can also affect radar-based rainfall estimates (Steiner and Smith 2000) . Among the currently available datasets, stage IV estimates are the best area approximation of the true area-average rainfall patterns and values (AghaKouchak et al. 2010a ). The stage IV estimates are adjusted for various biases using rain gauge measurements following several quality control measures (Lin and Mitchell 2005) . Thus far, numerous studies have attempted to quantify, describe, or adjust for bias in the radar rainfall uncertainties (Seo et al. 1999; AghaKouchak et al. 2010c; Ciach et al. 2007 ). Generally, quantification of error requires extensive independent ground-based measurements that are not available everywhere, particularly for the stage IV data that already include the NCEP rain gauges in its algorithm. Furthermore, quantification of uncertainties over a certain location (e.g., an experimental watershed) cannot be generalized to different climate regions and conditions. Therefore, no quantitative measure of the uncertainty of the stage IV data is provided. The presented results should be considered as relative comparisons of simulated rainfall fields to the best approximation of observed rainfall.
